
Johno’s Border Leicester Hampshire Downs and Poll Dorsets 

The next stage of Johno’s is just around the corner.   This will be our last on property sale at Cooinda 

Keith as we are in the process of relocating the studs.  We will keep you informed on where we will 

be, but be reassured that Johno’s will still be going and growing stronger. 

We will still be involved in $uperBorder$ and benchmarking our stud with other like studs who use 

lamb plan. We will still be concentrating on sound structure with a good shape carcase and high 

performing growth and fertility traits, all the things that has got Johnos to where it is today. 

With the lamb industry changing, to now have lambs that do well in a high Protein feed  ration (Feed 

lotting),  here at Johno’s we have been breeding these sheep for a long time.    You will find with the 

high growth rates that we have achieved these genetics and will be passed on.  Also with the high 

focus on structure these sheep will be able to withstand anything that the lamb industry wants to 

throw at them. But also Johno’s Rams will perform just as well on the traditional way of raising 

sheep and still have the benefits of production. 

Naracoorte 1st cross ewe sale again in 2014 was a success.   The clients that are selling their ewe 

lambs from Johnos blood lines are finding that not only are they getting rewarded for their top pens 

but there second and third drafts are selling way above expectation’s.   They are receiving the 

benefits of repeat buyers who know how the Johno’s genetics perform. The Green Johno’s sticker on 

their pens  are easily recognisable to buyers who now know and are looking for them.  Neil is always 

at the Naracoorte 1st Cross ewe sale to support you and help point out your sheep to prospective 

buyers. 

We are also pleased to say that there is rams to suit everybody.   We think that they are in good 

condition and healthy.   They have all been drenched and vaccinated in the last 30 days . 

There are 65 Rams which have MN2 vaccinated status which has been passed by the Vet and PIRSA. 

All Rams have been Jhones vaccinated and footrot free.  You can buy with confidence no matter 

what your health status requirements are. 

Wishing you all the best for the coming season and look forward to seeing and talking with you at 

our Ram Sale. 

 

 

 


